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Symbiosis means biological mutualism.Symbiosis means biological mutualism.
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Use symbiosis to deal withUse symbiosis to deal with

global warmingglobal warming andand climate changeclimate change
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Deliver the Deliver the solutionsolution and and suggestionsuggestion for for 

sustainable developmentsustainable development

SB05TokyoSB05Tokyo SB07TaipeiSB07Taipei
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Before 1970s, 

we think resources and energies are unlimited.
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Advanced western countryAdvanced western country
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IndustrializationIndustrialization
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UrbanizationUrbanization
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International TradeInternational Trade
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Urbanized civilizationUrbanized civilization
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Advanced vs. Developing Advanced vs. Developing 
economieseconomies

Advanced economies Advanced economies 

Developing economies (not least developed)Developing economies (not least developed)

Developing economies (Developing economies (least developedleast developed))
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Taipei, TaiwanTaipei, Taiwan

Melbourne, AustraliaMelbourne, AustraliaHong Kong, ChinaHong Kong, China

New York, USANew York, USA

The way of western life makes the The way of western life makes the 

whole world in the same model.whole world in the same model.
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The western model can not match 

the local climatelocal climate and environmentenvironment. 
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The identical construction not only isThe identical construction not only is
incompatible to the local incompatible to the local 
environmentenvironment, but also, but also

causes a waste of resourcescauses a waste of resources..
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ArchilifeArchilife’’s deductive model s deductive model 

of climate changeof climate change
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The The directional industrialization directional industrialization and and 

urbanization urbanization are the main reason for are the main reason for 

breaking the steady climate.breaking the steady climate.
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Industrial civilizationIndustrial civilization

Take ancient forest petrochemical Take ancient forest petrochemical 

industry energyindustry energy
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Industrial civilizationIndustrial civilization

Cut down the forest to utilizeCut down the forest to utilize
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The COThe CO22 concentration rises fastconcentration rises fast.

Source：：：：Shackleton, The New Scientist, 2000.
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IPCCIPCC’’s Reportss Reports
(The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change)
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The COThe CO22 concentrationconcentration

-- Determine future global temperatureDetermine future global temperature

- Impact on climate change and ecologyImpact on climate change and ecology
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The rise of COThe rise of CO22 concentration forces concentration forces 

humankind to humankind to reexamine the reexamine the 

direction and content of civilizationdirection and content of civilization. . 
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Taiwan is also aware of Taiwan is also aware of 
the severity of this problem.the severity of this problem.
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Taiwan

The characteristic of the EastThe characteristic of the East

Indoor physical 
control

Symbiosis 
protection
umbrella

Symbiotic 
Architecture

(Solid)

Symbiotic
Living
(void)

Natural physical 
environment
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IPCC’s reports overlooked the 
relationship between
climate changeclimate change and

the evolution of the Earththe evolution of the Earth..
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IPCCIPCC’’s inference models inference model

-- Overstress the proportion of Overstress the proportion of artificalartifical emission of COemission of CO22

-- Underestimate the role played by natural evolutionUnderestimate the role played by natural evolution
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Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain 
a succinct model of climate changea succinct model of climate change
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Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain 
a succinct model of climate changea succinct model of climate change
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Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain 
a succinct model of climate changea succinct model of climate change
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Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain Conduct a detailed analysis and obtain 
a succinct model of climate changea succinct model of climate change
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With CO2 concentration increases, 

the return of desertification areasthe return of desertification areas will be expanded, 

and the areas will have more frequent disastersthe areas will have more frequent disasters.
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When the climate exceeds extreme value, 

the safety factor of the industrial products will the safety factor of the industrial products will 

be insufficientbe insufficient. 

？？？？？？？？
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Climatic eruption phenomenonClimatic eruption phenomenon
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The enlargement of desertThe enlargement of desert
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If the desertification is getting worse, 

the arable land would be reducedthe arable land would be reduced

and

food will be lacked immediatelyfood will be lacked immediately..
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Biomass energyBiomass energy exclude arable 
lands and make food supply much 

shorter.
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PeoplePeople
who are threatened by desertificationwho are threatened by desertification

Their subsistence will have serious Their subsistence will have serious 

destruction.destruction.
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Symbiotic CivilizationSymbiotic Civilization
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Symbiotic civilizationSymbiotic civilization
Reduce human interference with NatureReduce human interference with Nature
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Symbiotic civilizationSymbiotic civilization
Slow down the climatic eruption Slow down the climatic eruption 
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Symbiotic civilizationSymbiotic civilization
Reduce the probability of desertificationReduce the probability of desertification
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Symbiotic livingSymbiotic living

Vertical Vertical 

planting systemplanting system
Nucleic Nucleic 

acid mealacid meal

Dry toiletDry toiletCompostCompost
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Vertical planting systemVertical planting system
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Dry toiletDry toilet
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HighHigh--efficient recycling systemefficient recycling system
Release the burden of the environmentRelease the burden of the environment
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HighHigh--efficient recycling systemefficient recycling system
Cool down the temperature of buildingCool down the temperature of building
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HighHigh--efficient recycling systemefficient recycling system
Eliminate the drawbacks of urban civilizationEliminate the drawbacks of urban civilization
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HighHigh--efficient recycling systemefficient recycling system

Make sustainable development come trueMake sustainable development come true
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Vertical planting systemVertical planting system
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Daylight working modelDaylight working model
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Green energyGreen energy
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Four ComponentsFour Components
To create a selfTo create a self--sufficient lifestylesufficient lifestyle

Vertical planting system Nucleic acid meal

CleaningCompost
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Vertical planting systemVertical planting system
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Vertical planting systemVertical planting system
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Wild edible plantsWild edible plants
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Vertical planting system + Wild edible plantsVertical planting system + Wild edible plants
-- Cool down the environmentCool down the environment

-- Provide a reliable vegetable sourceProvide a reliable vegetable source
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Nucleic acid meal Nucleic acid meal 

- Vegetables + some proteins

- A kind of healthy diets
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Waste and wastewaterWaste and wastewater

-- Dry toiletDry toilet

-- Wastewater treatment systemWastewater treatment system
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Compost functionCompost function

22--step compost or sterilizationstep compost or sterilization
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WastewaterWastewater

Feedback to the vertical planting systemFeedback to the vertical planting system
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““WILDWILD--TECHTECH””
The new operational techniqueThe new operational technique
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Vertical Vertical 

planting systemplanting system
Nucleic Nucleic 

acid mealacid meal

Dry toiletDry toiletCompostCompost

WILDWILD--TECHTECH

Accommodate more microAccommodate more micro--scaled or scaled or 

multiple recycling systemsmultiple recycling systems
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WILDWILD--TECH will be easier for us TECH will be easier for us 

to spread the idea of symbiosis.to spread the idea of symbiosis.
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WILDWILD--TECH can build TECH can build 

recycling society in order to reduce the recycling society in order to reduce the 

workload of environment.workload of environment.
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HumanHuman
The center of this recycling system

Human and wild 

edible vegetables 

together form the 

symbiotic recycle.
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Wild edible vegetables form the Wild edible vegetables form the 

environment for human survival and environment for human survival and 

provide food.provide food.
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Wild edible vegetables have already Wild edible vegetables have already 

formed the mimicry in nature with soil, formed the mimicry in nature with soil, 

microorganisms and insects.microorganisms and insects.
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We needWe need

-- Understand the position of wild edible vegetablesUnderstand the position of wild edible vegetables

-- Use their mechanism of symbiosisUse their mechanism of symbiosis
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Use artificial treatment to expand the Use artificial treatment to expand the 

survival quality and quantity of wild edible survival quality and quantity of wild edible 

vegetablesvegetables
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We need to protect the nature and the We need to protect the nature and the 

environment as the foundation for environment as the foundation for 

sustainable use. sustainable use. 
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Select the required wild edible vegetables Select the required wild edible vegetables 

and species to achieve sustainabilityand species to achieve sustainability
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TradeTrade
-- Improve our living qualityImprove our living quality

-- Enrich our living experiencesEnrich our living experiences
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DigitalizationDigitalization

-

- Reduce the dependence on urban marketsReduce the dependence on urban markets

-- Enhance networking Enhance networking 

-- Transmit the information of symbiosisTransmit the information of symbiosis
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Digital lifeDigital life

-- Encourage the development of WILDEncourage the development of WILD--TECHTECH

-- Diversify online transactionsDiversify online transactions
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CyberspaceCyberspace
The world of InternetThe world of Internet

Replace traditional marketsReplace traditional markets
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CyberspaceCyberspace
The world of InternetThe world of Internet

-- Reshape urban civilizationReshape urban civilization

-- Lead to new civilizationLead to new civilization
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SymbiosphereSymbiosphere I CenterI Center

Digitalization Symbiosis
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SymbiosphereSymbiosphere I CenterI Center

This year (2008) we began to pay This year (2008) we began to pay 
more attentions to digitalization.more attentions to digitalization.
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Digitalization + SymbiosisDigitalization + Symbiosis
-- Investigate the new civilizationInvestigate the new civilization

-- Induce the future habitable constructionInduce the future habitable construction
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Digitalization + SymbiosisDigitalization + Symbiosis

-- Hope for some concrete results before SB11Hope for some concrete results before SB11
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Energy crisis and Climate changeEnergy crisis and Climate change
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Revolutionary changesRevolutionary changes

Green Building Green Building 
++

SymbiosisSymbiosis
==

Sustainable BuildingSustainable Building
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Are you interested?Are you interested?
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SB05 TokyoSB05 Tokyo
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SB07 Taipei
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Thank’s for your attention.


